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Abstract
This paper presents a rather concrete view of a semantic universe for typed con-
current computation. Starting with a notion of sets and functions organized in a
category B featuring the type theory at hand, we identify the lax slice F//Span (B)
of pseudo-functors from a free category into the bicategory of spans over B and trian-
gles commuting up-to a lax natural transformation with representable components
as a category of models of concurrency over which the semantic universe unfolds.
By analogy, We call the objects of F // Span (B) categorical transition systems and
demonstrate their relevance in giving meaning to a range of everyday phenomena
including message passing among imperative programs. We identify the bicategory
of spans Span (F // Span (B)) as organizing processes at a basic level and address
the question of their equality, articulated as bisimulation w.r.t. to actions observable
at the interfaces given by the legs of such spans. An appropriate notion of simu-
lation yields a system of open maps by which to quotient Span (F // Span (B)), a
construction originally considered by Cockett and Spooner in its generality. The re-
sulting process category Proc (F // Span (B) , ) properly contains the well-known
interaction category SProc introduced by Abramsky et.al.
1 Introduction
The distinction between programs designed to terminate after a ﬁnite amount
of steps and programs designed not to terminate under normal conditions
of operation can legitimately be considered as conventional wisdom. It is
also well-known that the latter are much harder to tackle on a theoretical
level, so de facto the distinction is a watershed: there is to date no such
thing like a uniﬁed theory of computation. In the early 90’s, Abramsky and
his collaborators called great bifurcation this state of aﬀairs and introduced
interaction categories (cf. [2]) to address the problem. Although the hope
of unifying the theories of computing was not entirely fulﬁlled, their seminal
work provided crucial insights leading to techniques solving e.g. the long
outstanding full-abstraction problem for PCF (cf. [3]), demonstrating how
ideas stemming from concurrency may apply to the sequential setting. A
further upshot of their work on interaction categories was to show how the
c©2002 Published by Elsevier Science B. V.
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concept of types carried over to the at the time mostly untyped process calculi
(cf. [14]).
A decade later, lot has been written about typed concurrent computa-
tion and related issues (cf. [9]). Broadly spoken, the bulk of the work has
been based on process calculi and their semantic counterparts labeled transi-
tion systems. By their syntactical simplicity, process calculi have the virtue
of clarifying fundamental concepts but their drawback for more practical pur-
poses e.g. program veriﬁcation is their very ﬁne grain as a semantic device.
Indeed, it is fair to say that a process calculus, if typed or untyped, consis-
tently delivers accounts of what can be called micro-phenomena. For instance,
representing a mutable list in π requires a number of (π-)processes which is
considerable given the task at hand (cf. [19]). It follows that a π-semantics
for a “real-world” programming language needs to include layers and layers of
coding which in turn bears the risk of obscuring the matter rather than clar-
ifying it, this if the idea is taken too literally. A similar diﬃculty arises when
considering labeled transition systems to give meaning to such programming
languages since the relevant lts’s can grow very large or inﬁnite.
This basic observations led us to consider a slightly diﬀerent approach
to the subject in that we attach semantic information to edges of a graph
expressing control points and control paths. We call such entities categorical
transition systems or cts ’s since the semantic information alluded to can be
best organized in (some variant of) a category and be accessed by means of
(some variant of) a functor so, in a nutshell, cts’s can be seen as lts’s with
functorial labeling. There is however a crucial diﬀerence when considering the
relevant instances, subsumed by the slogan control-oriented v.s. data-oriented
representation of programs.
Indeed, when the meaning of a program is embodied by an lts, the seman-
tic information typically attached to a transition classiﬁes the latter, e.g. as
visible or hidden in the simplest case, while the information pertinent to the
actual computation is attached in explicit form to states. Put diﬀerently, an
lts-semantics typically represents the data paths of a program i.e. the states
correspond to vectors of concrete values stored in the program variables at
given points of execution. In our approach on the other hand, a control transi-
tion is directly labeled with the information about the performed computation
in an intensional way, which is consistent with the fact that states are labeled
with type information. This is how the concept of typed computation ﬁnds
its way into this setup.
Oﬀ course, there is a considerable latitude in the kind of semantic infor-
mation possibly attached to transitions so generally spoken the approach can
be seen as a variant of relational semantics. A functorial presentation of the
latter can be traced back at least to the work of Burstall et.al. in the early
70’s (cf. [7]). It was however Errington’s insight decades later that the purely
functorial version produced in a sense overspeciﬁed morphisms and was so of
no use as an account of message passing and related issues: it turns out that
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the required technical machinery involves a lax notion of morphism (cf. [11]).
In this paper, the lax slice category F //Span (B) of pseudo-functors from
a free category into the bicategory of spans over B (cf. [6]) and triangles
commuting up-to a representable lax natural transformation plays the roˆle
of a convenient category of cts ’s. We study Path simulation among cts’s,
a generalization of both strong and weak simulation (cf. [23]). Speciﬁcally,
an individual transition may be matched by a proper path as long as the
(possibly composed) labeling spans agree, which is similar to but more gen-
eral as the relationship among weak simulation and the strong one modulo
saturation monad. Several possibilities of characterizing path simulation are
available (op.cit.). In this paper, we use the (fairly standard by now) tech-
nique of open maps (cf. [4]) since their pullback stability allows to quotient
Span (F // Span (B)), a construction originally considered by Cockett and
Spooner (op.cit.). The resulting process category Proc (F // Span (B) , )
properly contains the well-known interaction category SProc introduced by
Abramsky et.al. (op.cit.).
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 3 provides intuition for the
setup and introduces the notions of categorical transition systems. Section 3
introduces path simulation and its various properties. Section 4 is devoted to
the construction of a process category properly including SProc while section
5 concludes suggesting possibilities how to push further the ideas laid down
in the paper and comparing the material with other approaches.
2 Categorical Transition Systems
A popular presentation of labeled transition systems consists of graphs equipped
with a function from the edges to a set of labels along with a local injectivity
condition saying that there are no parallel edges with the same label. In the
present section we extend this view to categorical transition systems or cts ’s:
the local injectivity is dropped and the labels are organized in a bicategory of
spans Span (B) over a category B (cf. [6]).
Let Span
def
= Span (Sets) and consider the imperative program in-context
x:=20;
while x>0 do x:=x-1 end [x : nat]
It gives rise to a pseudo-functor with the graph part of the assignment sug-
gested by
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•
a
N
N
id
λx:nat.20
{1, 2, . . .}
•
c
w1
•
w2
N N
{0} Nλx:nat.x−1 id
• N
In particular, the program’s locations are one-to-one with the control ﬂow
graph’s vertices and each transition carries a span reﬂecting an assignment or
the evaluation of a branching condition. Clearly, the assignment is a pseudo-
functor since its values on compound paths are compositions of spans. It
can be shown that imperative programs 1 give rise to pseudo-functors this
way (cf. [24]). Oﬀ course, this example does not elucidate the advantage of
taking general spans instead of simpler relations and in fact, the latter suﬃce
for sequential programs. However, as we will see, spans are in this setup
an indispensable ingredient for an account of interaction. Also, the control
ﬂow graphs are considered as reﬂexive in this work. This corresponds to
the action of a delay monad and is a convenient way to represent potential
interleavings inherent to parallel compositions. Thus, given the adjunction
F  U : RGraph→ Cat from the category RGraph of reﬂexive graphs and
their morphisms, the above pseudo-functor is of the form p : FG→ Span.
Observe that we could dispense with displaying the control ﬂow graph
in the ﬁgure above since it can be deduced from the labeling part and it
suﬃces indeed to display the labelings only, provided some conventions are
met. Speciﬁcally, in order to always be able to deduce the control part we
duplicate labels when necessary, as done in the literature discussing sketches
(cf. [5]). Moreover, we omit to display unit spans coming from non-units (on
the control side) if allowed by the context.
Deﬁnition 2.1 Let K be a bicategory. A morphism in K is a map if it admits
a right adjoint.
Proposition 2.2 A morphism in Span is a map precisely when its left leg is
iso.
It follows that the iso class of a map in Span has a span with identity left leg
as a canonical representant.
Deﬁnition 2.3 Let s, t : K → L be lax functors among bicategories K and L.
A laxreptransform α : s⇒ t is a lax natural transformation with representable
components i.e. maps.
Deﬁnition 2.4 (Lax slice) Let K be a bicategory. The category F // K is
given by the data
1 Of the basic kind, we don’t address issues like exceptions here.
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(i) Objects: normalized pseudo-functors from a free category to K
(ii) Morphisms: given s : FG → K and t : FH → K normalized pseudo-
functors, a morphism α : p → q is a laxrep natural transform α : s ⇒
t ◦ Fk where k : G→ H is a graph homomorphism
(iii) Composition: β◦α = (l ◦ k, lβ ◦ α) where α : s⇒ t◦Fk and β : t⇒ u◦Fl
while the vertical composition lβ ◦ α is given by componentwise pasting
We call objects in F // Span categorical transition systems or cts ’s.
Proposition 2.5 F // Span (B) has ﬁnite limits provided B has.
Proposition 2.5 is true for general reasons (cf. [16,22]). We indicate the con-
struction of pullbacks at hand of the case where the involved pseudo-functors
have the same domain FK. No generality is lost doing so since it is always
possible to reindex as suggested by
FG×FH FK
p1 p2
FG
p
α
Fk
FK
t
β
Fl
FH
s
Span
Let thus F,G,H : FK → Span, α : F ⇒ G, β : H ⇒ G and FK  f : a→ b.
We then have
Fa Ga
id αa
αf
Ga Ha
βa id
βf
Ha
Ff
(Ff)1
(Ff)2
Gf
(Gf)1
(Gf)2
Hf
(Hf)1
(Hf)2
Fb Fb
id αb
Gb Hb
βb id
Ha
at f . Let ℘ (s, t) be the pullback data of morphisms s and t with common
codomain in a category with pullbacks (i.e. the triple consisting of the pull-
back object and the projections). There is the series
(i) (Q′, q′1, q
′
2)
def
= ℘ (αa, (Gf)1)
(ii) (Q′′, q′′1 , q
′′
2)
def
= ℘ (βa, (Gf)1)
(iii) (Q, q1, q2)
def
= ℘ (q′2 ◦ αf , q′′2 ◦ βf )
(iv) (R, r1, r2)
def
= ℘ (αa, βa)
(v) (S, s1, s2)
def
= ℘ (αb, βb)
of pullback data in B and the pseudo-functor resulting from pulling back α
along β evaluates at f as
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Q
<(Ff)1 ◦ q1,(Hf)1 ◦ q2> <(Ff)2 ◦ q1,(Hf)2 ◦ q2>
R S
Observe that the legs of this span are determined by universal properties.
Consider the parallel composition
x:=5;
c!(x+x) [x : nat | c : nat]
||
c?z;
z:=z*z [z : nat | c : nat]
where the processes communicate over a typed channel c : nat in CSP manner.
This situation is reﬂected by
N Nid !
αu
id N! id
βid
N
N
id
λx:nat.5
id N
id
id
N Nid !
αv
id N! id
βm
N
N
id
id
N
!
!
N2
π1
π2
N Nid !
αid
id N! id
βn
N
N
id
id
id N
id
λz:nat.z∗z
N Nid ! id N! id N
with α’s and β’s non-obvious components given by (the morphisms of spans)
αv = 〈id, λx : nat.x+ x〉 and βm = 〈π1, π2〉 = id. It is a diagram of shape
• → • ← • in F // Span so its pullback object is
N2
N2
id
<(λx:nat.5) ◦ π1,π2>
N2
{(a, (b, a+ a)) | a, b ∈ N}
<π1,π1 ◦ π2>
<π1,π2 ◦ π2>
N2
N2
id
<π1,(λz:nat.z∗z) ◦ π2>
N2
which corresponds to the intuition about this interaction and suggests a no-
tion of common behavior of interacting processes quaˆ limit (cf. [15]). This
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example also substantiates the claim that indeed general spans and lax trans-
formations are a more accurate tool (than strictly commuting relations) for
the study of typed interaction based on control transitions and value-passing
along communication channels. A representation of remote procedure calls or
of concurrent objects can be constructed along these lines (cf. [24]). We will
have more to say about semantic issues in section 4.
3 Path Simulation and Open Maps
Back to the classical setting of labeled transition systems, it can be argued that
the dynamics of an lts is observed by composing transitions and recording the
induced sequences of actions (cf. [12]). Given a presentation of a transition
system as a homomorphism from the underlying graph of transitions to the
one-vertex graph with individual labels as self-loops, the dynamics comes thus
about via the free construction. It can be argued that the very notion of
simulation is inherently tied to dynamics in the sense of deﬁning it formally
as strong one but with dynamics as the domain of discourse.
This does not immediately meet the eye when considering strong sim-
ulation. Let namely G be a graph, Σ a set and Σ∗ the free monoid over
Σ. A labeled transition system can also be presented as a homomorphism
t : G → Σ∗ to the graph underlying Σ∗ (seen as a category) s.t. G’s indi-
vidual transitions in are mapped on the generators. In this case namely, the
formulation of strong simulation is the same in terms of statics and in terms
of dynamics. However, already the classical notion of weak simulation can be
presented in terms of dynamics the way suggested above: if we allow labels to
additionally take as value the empty sequence ε from the start, then the static
and dynamic notions of simulation diverge and the latter corresponds to weak
simulation. Clearly, the trick re-introduces the saturation monad through a
back door, as seen at the example of x
a−→ y being simulated by u ε−→ v a−→ w.
The above considerations may be interesting since invisible actions are
really invisible but represent in itself little more than yet another presentation
of classic weak simulation. In this section, we elaborate on path simulation
among cts’s where the principle sketched above is applied systematically in
that a transition can be matched by an arbitrary path as long as the labels
agree, recall that cts’s are labeled in a bicategory so the composition of labels
is not in general a mere concatenation of letters. We then proceed to give a
characterization of path simulation in terms of an appropriate notion of open
maps (op.cit.).
Deﬁnition 3.1 Let s : FG → Span and t : FH → Span be cts’s. A path
simulation from s to t is a relation r ⊆ G0 ×H0 s.t.
(i) ιS (r) ιT
(ii) x (r) x′ & x
f−→ y ∈ FG ⇒ ∃x′ f ′−→ y′ ∈ FH. y (r) y′ & s (f) = t (f ′)
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Consider the programs
x:=7 [x : nat]
and
x:=5;
x:=x+2 [x : nat]
along with the corresponding cts’s
N
id←− N λx.7−−→ N
and
N
id←− N λx.5−−→ N id←− N λx.x+2−−−−→ N
There is the obvious path simulation from the ﬁrst cts to the second. Notice
however that there would be no simulation at all if we had more conservatively
rephrased strong simulation in terms of individual transitions only.
Deﬁnition 3.2 A functor k : B → C is open provided any B  f : t (a) → c
lifts under k. The morphism of cts’s α : s→ t where α : s⇒ t ◦ Fh is open
provided α = id and Fh is open in Cat.
Theorem 3.3 Let s : FG → Span and t : FH → Span be cts’s. There
is a path simulation from s to t iﬀ there is a graph R, a surjective graph
homomorphism d : R→ G and a functor C : F (R)→ F (H) s.t.
FR
Fd C
FG
s
FH
t
Span
commutes and Fd is open.
Deﬁnition 3.2 and theorem 3.4 represent a variation on the well-known theme
of open maps (op.cit.). The computational intuition behind the setup is of d
sampling s’s calculations and matching them along t’s control paths.
Finally, given the obvious notion of path bisimulation we have the charac-
terization
Corollary 3.4 Given s and t as in theorem 3.3, there is a path bisimulation
from s to t iﬀ there is a graph and a pair of surjective graph homomorphisms
d : R→ G and e : R→ H giving rise to open maps in Cat and s.t.
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FR
Fd Fe
FG
s
FH
t
Span
commutes.
4 Process Categories
The intuitions behind the notion of path simulation stem from a study of
programs based on the notions of state and control. Accordingly, the move
from free monoids to bicategories of labels like Span also corresponds to a
paradigm shift from a symbolic or extensional notion of computation toward an
explicit or intensional one. This has an inﬂuence on how we look at simulation.
As mentioned, path simulation is an upshot of classic strong simulation.
Nevertheless, it behaves in many ways like the classic weak one. Even more
drastically, a notion of weak path simulation does not directly make sense.
This is however not an issue of static vs. dynamic but of labeling, for classic
weak simulation is intimately tied to a particular interpretation of an alphabet
not necessarily carrying over to an intensional setting. Indeed, classic weak
simulation is based on a classiﬁcation of the actions in observable and silent
ones in an asymmetrical way in that Milner’s τ stands for all possible unob-
servable computations. This asymmetry is at the heart of the very notion of
weak simulation but vanishes when the labels are general intensional compu-
tations as embodied by spans since the latter are not intrinsically silent or
observable.
Nonetheless, a notion of simulation solely based on the calculatory di-
mension may not be suﬃcient in a context of interaction for, as we will see,
observable transitions may carry the same computations as unobservable ones.
Hence, a form of classiﬁcation of the transitions coarser than the one given by
the calculations is required in such a context, discriminating at least between
the observable transitions and those which are not (cf. [18]). A sensible choice
in a setting like discussed here is in fact to discriminate among unobservable
transitions and observable at a given interface port.
Techniques studied originally by Cockett and Spooner (cf. [8,9]) apply and
provide such a classiﬁcation intrinsically, allowing thus to dispense with doing
the interface bureaucracy by hand. The resulting category properly contains
the interaction category SProc (op.cit.)
Deﬁnition 4.1 A cover system in a category B is a collection of morphisms
containing all isomorphisms and being composition- as well as pullback-stable.
Proposition 4.2 (Cockett and Spooner) Suppose the category B has pull-
backs and is equipped with a cover system χ. Span (B, ξ) ⊆ Span (B) given
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by restricting the 2-cells to morphisms out of χ is a subbicategory.
Theorem 4.3 (Pare´) Let K be a bicategory. The relation ∼K on 1-cells
given by connected components in hom-categories is a congruence.
Theorem 4.3 appears in [20]. Since cover maps are pullback-stable, local
pullbacks in Span (B, ξ) are inherited from Span (B). It follows that congru-
ence
∼χ def= ∼Span(B,ξ)
has the pleasant property of two spans being related precisely when there is a
connecting span of cover maps as in
x
x1 x2
a r
r1
r2
b
y
y1 y2
making everything in sight commute. This means in particular that there is no
need for an explicitly given alphabet classifying the transitions since, precisely
because everything commutes in the diagram above, there is an intrinsic clas-
siﬁcation of the transitions and the processes in question are bisimilar w.r.t. to
this classiﬁcation. Cockett and Spooner call such a situation a χ-bisimulation.
Proposition 4.4 The collection  of open maps in F // Span is a cover
system.
As suggested in section 2, a 1-cell in Span (F // Span) has the following
computational interpretation. The head acts as the implementation of a pro-
cess while the feet are its interfaces to the outside world, input and output
respectively 2 . The legs determine then the behavior of the process, that is if
a transition is hidden and if not at which interface port it is observable. Ac-
cordingly, -bisimulation equates processes w.r.t. their behavior in the above
sense. Consider the programs
(* P1 *)
x:=5;
x:=x+2;
c!(x) [x : nat | c : nat]
and
(* P2 *)
[] y:=7;
c!(x)
[] y:= 5
2 It is irrelevant if the left resp. the right one acts as the input resp. the output interface
but a convention has to be met.
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[] y:=y+2
c!(y) [y : nat | c : nat]
written in a variant of Dijkstra’a language with non-deterministic choice (cf.
[10]). The corresponding cts’s are -(path)bisimilar. It is also a simple path
bisimulation since the transitions corresponding to the c!(x)-statements are
labeled with the same unit span as suggested by the cts representing P1
N Nid !
αu
id
N
id
λx:nat.5
id
N Nid !
αv
id
N
id
λx:nat.x+2
id
N Nid !
αw
id
N
id
id
N
!
!
N Nid ! id
Consider however the program
(* P1’ *)
x:=5;
x:=x+2;
skip [x : nat | c : nat]
and its representing cts
N Nid !
αu
id
N
id
λx:nat.5
id
N Nid !
αv
id
N
id
λx:nat.x+2
id
N Nid !
αw
id
N
id
id
id
N Nid ! id
There is also a simple path bisimulation among P1’ and P2 since the skip-
statement has the same label as c!(x) but it is not a -bisimulation since
the behavior of P1’ at the interface does not match, as seen at hand of the
diﬀerence between both versions of αw. This example demonstrates how the
classiﬁcation of the transitions is achieved in an intrinsic way and also how
crucial such a classiﬁcation is when the transitions also carry non-trivial com-
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putations. In eﬀect, the case of lts’s is in this sense a bit particular since the
computations carried by the transitions are identical with their classiﬁcations.
What is the relationship of the present setup with interaction categories?
We show that the process category obtained from Span (F // Span) by quoti-
enting (cf. [9]) properly contains the well-known interaction category SProc.
Let Lts be the category of labelled transition systems and their morphisms.
In fact, Lts is a full subcategory of Ltg, the category of labelled transition
graphs where the labelling homomorphism does not need to be faithful i.e.
parallel transitions with the same label are allowed. Let ∃ be the cover system
given by a lifting property (in Ltg) as in deﬁnition 3.2.
Deﬁnition 4.5 Let C be a category equipped with a cover system χ. A χ-
pullback is a square in C s.t. the mediating morphism to the inscribed pullback
is in χ.
Proposition 4.6 The inclusion Lts ⊆ Ltg is part of a reﬂection where the
reﬂector r : Ltg→ Lts collapses parallel edges with the same label. Further
(i) r preserves ∃-pullbacks
(ii) every naturality square given by the unit is a ∃-pullback.
Item (ii) of proposition 4.6 follows from the fact that the unit is in ∃ at
every object. It is immediate that appropriate versions of items (i) resp. (ii)
hold for the inclusion resp. for the counit.
Deﬁnition 4.7 The 2-category id is given by the data
(i) objects: pairs (C, χ) of categories and speciﬁed cover systems therein
(ii) morphisms: f : (C, χ)→ (D, ξ) s.t. f maps χ-pullbacks on ξ-pullbacks
(iii) 2-cells: natural transformations α : f ⇒ g : (C, χ) → (D, ξ) s.t. the
naturality squares are ξ-pullbacks.
Let ∃′ ⊆ ∃ be the restriction of ∃ on Lts.
Proposition 4.8 The reﬂection of proposition 4.6 is an adjunction in id
where Lts is seen as equipped with ∃′.
Deﬁnition 4.9 A cover system ξ is left-factor closed if
g ◦ f ∈ ξ & f ∈ ξ ⇒ g ∈ ξ
It is not all too hard to see that ∃ is left-factor closed. Let Proc (B, χ) def=
Span (B, ξ) / ∼χ 3 .
Lemma 4.10 (Cockett and Spooner) Let f  u : (C, χ) → (D, ξ) be an
adjunction in id s.t. the unit is in χ′ ⊆ χ at every object and the counit is in
ξ′ ⊆ ξ at every object for left-factor closed χ′ and ξ′. Then
Proc (C, χ)  Proc (D, ξ)
3 It is shown in op.cit. that this assignment is 2-functorial from id to Cat.
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Let SProc
def
= Proc (Lts,∃′) . An important result in op.cit. is that
SProc is in fact equivalent to the homonymous interaction category. By
propositions 4.6 and 4.8 and by lemma 4.10 we have
Proposition 4.11 SProc  Proc (Ltg,∃)
It remains to see that Proc (F // Span, ) contains SProc. Let Σ be a set
(i.e. an “alphabet”) and consider the subcategory Cltg ⊆ F // Span induced
by assignments of the edges of control graphs to spans of the form
1← {α} → 1
with α ∈ Σ, the morphisms being triangles commuting on-the-nose. Let ′
be the restriction of  on Cltg.
Proposition 4.12 (i) Cltg  Ltg
(ii) Proc (Cltg, ′)  Proc (Ltg,∃)
The equivalence of categories in item (i) is easy to see. As for item (ii),
the key observation is that a path simulation given by spans of ′-maps cor-
responds to a strong simulation among transition graphs (cf. section 3). Ac-
cordingly
Proposition 4.13 Let f ∈ Span (Cltg) and k ∈ Span (F // Span) be mor-
phisms s.t. there is a -bisimulation. Then k ∈ Span (Cltg).
Given the nature of the labels, a routine calculation involving the lifting
property of open maps is required for a proof of proposition 4.13. The latter
is the ﬁnal piece of information paving the way to
Theorem 4.14 SProc  Proc (F // Span, )
The constructed process category exhibits useful standard structure.
Proposition 4.15 (Cockett and Spooner) Proc (B, χ) is compact-closed
provided the category B has ﬁnite limits and is equipped with a cover system
χ.
Proc (F // Span, ) is therefore compact closed and thus appropriate to give
a semantics not only for diverse variants of typed programming languages
supporting a notion of state and interaction but also to typed composition lan-
guages (loosely) based on linear logic on top of the former. Indeed, a compact-
closed category validates a linear-like type structure including Gentzen’s MIX-
rule, allowing to connect processes into arbitrary networks and rearranging in-
terfaces (cf. [1] and also [24] where such a composition language for concurrent
objects is devised).
5 Concluding Remarks
We have identiﬁed the lax slice F // Span as a category of models of concur-
rency called categorical transition systems and demonstrated their relevance
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in giving meaning to a range of everyday phenomena including message pass-
ing among imperative programs. We further identiﬁed the bicategory of spans
Span (F // Span) as organizing processes at a basic level and addressed the
question of their equality, articulated as -bisimulation.
We have argued that simulation should be studied as a run-time or dynamic
phenomenon and formalized the notion as path simulation. We provided an
abstract characterization of path simulation in terms of open maps. It allows
to quotient Span (F // Span), applying a construction introduced by Cock-
ett and Spooner. The resulting process category Proc (F // Span) properly
contains the well-known interaction category SProc, which provides more
evidence w.r.t. to the relevance of the construction.
5.1 Related Work
Clearly, section 4 builds directly on Robin Cockett’s and David Spooner’s work
op.cit. The concrete cases they study are (unlike ours) based on sketchable
models of concurrency.
Lindsay Errington introduced a much more general notion of categorical
transition systems in his doctoral thesis [11] using a presentation he calls
twisted systems. Given a category of computational shapes Shp and a functor
κ : Shp→ Cat, Errington’s cts’s are pairs
(
J, κJ
S−→ C
)
where J ∈ Shp and
S is a functor from κJ to a category C. His notion of bisimulation is expressed
in terms of statics and characterized using the technique of open maps.
Marcelo Fiore considers in [13] a broad notion of processes embodied by
ulf functors. It turns out that ulf functors cover a broad class of processes
ranging from discrete to continuous systems. Fiore’s notion of bisimulation is
technically like ours and Errington’s. He characterizes bisimulation abstractly
in terms of canonically given open maps.
Robert Walters and his collaborators consider in [17] the bicategorical
structure on Span (Graph). The author needs at this point to admit his
very limited knowledge about the latter work.
5.2 Future Research
The notion of path simulation is still fairly crude w.r.t. computations in that
it discriminates on-the-nose, i.e. a simulating control path needs to carry the
same computation than the simulated one. Generalizing the setup will give
rise to a notion of lax path simulation where the discriminating criterion will
be a 2-cell, paving the way to a setting relevant for applications like program
development by reﬁnement of speciﬁcations. A related issue is how the 2-cells
behave w.r.t. the construction of a process category. It is known that general
2-cells are not preserved but there might be a class thereof for which it is the
case. Such 2-cells would correspond to bisimulation-preserving simulations as
put forward by Pavlovic´ in [21].
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